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Abstract — The present-day world is largely characterized by processes of globalization that include various 
phenomena occurring in all spheres of human existence and activity. One of these phenomena is the position 
of English as the predominant language of communication between cultures in the modern world. The 
growing influence and importance of the English language and the spreading of its usage across cultures 
throughout the world inevitably results in the spreading of tendencies marking the development of English as 
well. These tendencies include the requirement for gender correctness, which has gained so much importance 
over the past few decades since it has emerged that it is now frequently referred to as political correctness. 
This paper deals with the possibility to meet this requirement in the Croatian language, with special focus on 
the field of law. The analysis sets out from the fact that, unlike English, Croatian is a gender-marked language, 
which makes it almost impossible to avoid the gender. This inevitably causes problems in translating from 
Croatian to English and even more so from English to Croatian where the translator is frequently forced to 
“guess” the gender. The analysis then moves on to the possibilities for the replacement of gender marked 
expressions with constructions such as adjective + noun ‘osoba’ (person – e.g. osumnjičena osoba = 
general/gender unmarked, instead of osumnjičenik = man or osumnjičenica = woman), or the noun ‘osoba’ + 
local/field determination (e.g. osoba u znanosti = unmarked, instead of znanstvenik = man and znanstvenica 
=woman, or osoba u sudstvu = unmarked, instead of sudac =man and sutkinja = woman). 
 
Index terms — Croatian language, English language, gender correctness, language of law, translating and 
interpreting. 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Any kind of communication on an international level today almost without exception includes 
English as the working language. English is usually the first choice for people learning foreign languages and 
it has almost become a requirement for all kinds of professionals who learn English for specific purposes. 
On the one hand, regardless of the opponents protesting against such domination of English as a modern 
form of (language) imperialism, this has made communicating between cultures easier because everyone is 
now expected to be able to communicate in English without the need for interpretation to and from 
multiple languages; and if interpreting is still needed, it only needs to be done from and into English. On the 
other hand, English has a number of specific characteristics that are not found in other languages, which 
sometimes makes interpreting or translating with English as either the source or the target language 
extremely difficult and demanding. This is also the case in the field of law, since English is much more 
flexible than other languages when it comes to various issues. One of these issues is the problem of gender, 
or more precisely, the insisting on gender correctness. Gender correctness, often also referred to as 
political correctness, is one of the requirements in modern English that cannot be easily satisfied in many 
other languages, including Croatian, simply because, unlike English, these languages are gender-marked. 
The purpose of this paper is not to explain why gender correctness has become such an important issue in 
modern English or to speak in favour or against any political, social or gender ideology; its intention is 
simply to point at some problems that translators and interpreters, but also teachers of English have to 
consider. These problems, although quite obvious, usually escape the attention of people who are not 
professionally dealing with them every day. 
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GENDER IN MODERN STANDARD CROATIAN LANGUAGE 

 
 In the Croatian language the grammatical category of gender is in most cases congruent with the 
semantic category of sex. However, this congruence is by no means absolute, as it is described in Croatian 
grammars. The distinction between gender and sex as a grammatical and lexicographical problem was in 
much detail discussed by Branka Tafra in a number of articles and books, including [13] and [14], and the 
problem of congruence was described by Stjepan Babid [1].  

In Croatian, gender is expressed not only by means of the usual nominal parts of speech (nouns, 
adjectives, adjectival pronouns) but also by means of participles used to form some past tenses and the 
passive voice, which contain not only verbal but also adjectival morphological categories. This and the fact 
that in most cases it must be expressed suggest that gender is very important in the Croatian language. In 
translation, problems may be caused by nouns in which grammatical gender does not correspond with sex, 
as in the case of nouns such as sluga which has the ending of a feminine noun but refers to a man. Even 
more problematic are the plurals of such nouns because they allow the usage of both masculine and 
feminine forms of participles (e.g. sluge su došle and sluge su došli)1.  

B. Tafra explains this characteristic of nouns in the following way, “(...) The adjectival word and the 
noun are congruent in gender, number and case. This is the so-called grammatical congruence. Precisely 
this congruence shows that in the nominal phrase dobar sluga the gender of the noun sluga is masculine. 
The meaning of the noun, and sex is definitely a part of the lexical meaning, may but need not affect the 
congruence of nominal words in the predicate with the subject, which is semantical congruence, 
congruence based on the meaning (Babid 1998), so that in the plural form the predicate is masculine and 
the subject is feminine. If sex were to determine congruence, it would not be possible to say: sluge su došle, 
kolege su odlučile.”*e: 3]2 
 Other nouns that “jump out” of the system are the so-called common gender nouns (e.g. pijanica) 
that can be used either as masculine or as feminine nouns depending on the sex of the person they refer 
to, and the so-called dual-gender nouns (e.g. bol) that are sometimes used as masculine and sometimes as 
feminine nouns. There are also dual gender nouns that are sometimes used as masculine and sometimes as 
neuter nouns (e.g. finale). Very specific is the case of nouns such as kukavica which have different meanings 
depending on the gender of the noun. Some of these cases will be discussed later in the text. 

GENDER IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 

In modern English nouns, adjectives (including articles and demonstratives) and numerals no longer 
have gender as an important grammatical feature because present-day English is an uninflected language. 
Even nouns for persons such as man, woman, mother, father, son daughter or those referring to 
professions or activities such as actor, actress, waiter, waitress, steward, stewardess, and the like actually 
have no gender but simply refer to individuals of different sex. We can, however make the gender of nouns 
explicit in a number of ways. On the other hand, in some pronouns such as the personal pronouns referring 
to third person singular (he, she, it) and the corresponding possessive and reflexive forms and in relative 

                                                 
1
 This is discussed by B. Tafra in her article Uz 400. obljetnicu prve hrvatske gramatike (On the Occasion of the 400

th
 

Anniversary of the First Croatian Grammar). The examples in this paragraph are taken from her text. 
2
 Here is the Croatian original of the quotation:  
"(,,,) Pridjevna riječ i imenica slažu se u rodu, broju i padežu. To je takozvano gramatičko slaganje. Upravo ono 
pokazuje da je u imeničnoj skupini dobar sluga imenica sluga muškoga roda. Značenje imenice, a spol je svakako dio 
leksičkoga značenja, može, ali i ne mora, utjecati na slaganje imenskih riječi u predikatu i subjekta, što je semantičko 
slaganje, slaganje po smislu (Babid 1998), pa je otuda u množini predikat u muškom rodu, a subjekt u ženskom rodu. 
Kad bi spol određivao slaganje, ne bi bilo mogude redi: sluge su došle, kolege su odlučile." 
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pronouns indicating the distinction between personal and neuter meanings (who vs. what, which) gender 
has survived in English as well. 

According to the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English there are three main gender 
classes for nouns and pronouns with personal/human reference: masculine, feminine and dual gender. 
There is also a fourth - neuter class for non-human/non-personal nouns and pronouns, which also extends 
to other pronoun groups such as indefinite, interrogative and relative pronouns. These classes are shown in 
Tables 1 and 2: 
 

Table 1: main gender classes in modern English. 

 example nouns pronouns 

personal/human:   

masculine Tom; a boy; the man he 

feminine Sue; a girl; the woman she 

dual a journalist; the director he, she 

non-personal/non-human:   

neuter a house; the bird it 

Source: [4: 312] 
 

Table 2: personal vs. Neuter distinction in other pronouns. 

pronouns personal reference  non-personal reference / neuter 

indefinite -body / -one -thing (e.g. nobody, no one, nothing) 

interrogative who what 

relative who which 

Source: [4: 312] 
 

There are several ways of expressing gender by lexical means: 1. gender-specific pre-modification; 
2. compounds with gender specific elements; 3. derivation by means of gender-specific endings. Examples 
of lexical expression of gender are shown in Table 3: 
 

Table 3: Lexical expression of gender in nouns. 

 male reference female reference 

gender-specific       pre-
modification 

(male / female) 

I’m not in the market for a male 
nurse. 

Whenever possible, a female officer 
will attend. 

compounds with  
gender-specific  

elements 
(- man / -woman) 

It was ironic that during an Irish 
debate an Englishman had 
demonstrated such affection for a 
Scotsman. 

Three teenage youths who attacked 
a lone policewoman were being 
hunted yesterday. 

derivation by means of gender-
specific endings 

(eg. –or; -er / - ess) 

Actor John Thaw was in a defiant 
mood yesterday. 

Actress Vanessa Redgrave has 
arrived in Macedonia. 

Source: [4: 312] 
 

Interestingly, most of the nouns that have their gender expressed by lexical means are masculine. 
The analysis of the Longman Spoken and Written English (LSWE) Corpus shows that there are far more 
nouns ending in -man than in -woman3. According to the findings of the frequency analysis, compounds 

                                                 
3
 The LSW Corpus contains only 38 different words ending in – woman and most of them have parallel forms ending in 
–man. Of the 38 nouns ending in-woman only six are really common (spokeswoman, policewoman, chairwoman, 
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ending in –man occur 620 times per million words, whereas compounds ending in –woman have only 40 
occurrences per million words. In derivations with gender-specific endings the situation is very similar, i.e. 
masculine words are far more frequent than their feminine parallels and seamstress is the only word in the 
LSWE Corpus ending in –ess without a masculine counterpart. [4: 313] 

EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATION PROBLEMS 
  

Perfect translations, i.e. translations that are complete equivalents of any text transferred from any 
source language into any target language do not exist, or as George Steiner puts it, they are a myth [10]. 
They should, of course, be as accurate as possible in the sense of transferring ideas from one language into 
another. Credibility of the translation is particularly important in legal translations because they may affect 
lives of many people. There are many problems that translators or interpreters have to cope with. This text 
will focus on the problems relating to gender correctness, sometimes also referred to as political 
correctness, as one of the requirements in contemporary legal writing in English. Gender issues have 
already for some time been a big topic in English speaking countries, especially in the USA (and slightly less 
in Canada and the UK where insisting on gender correctness is not as strong as in the USA), so that a 
number of new language rules/requirements and new terms (e.g. gender correctness, gender blindness, 
pangender, gender queer, to mention but a few) have entered the language in almost all spheres of life. 
Gender correctness actually means avoiding the use of gender-specific nouns and especially of gender-
specific pronouns, thus avoiding specifying the sex of the person(s) in question. This may work fine in 
English since the role of gender in it has faded away almost completely. However, for gender-marked 
languages, such as Croatian (or Slovenian), it is sometimes impossible to translate a sentence with avoided 
gender because avoiding gender inevitably blurs the meaning of the sentence. 

 

1. Problems with English as the Source Language (Translating from English into Croatian) 
Writers of legal texts would say that there are at least four good reasons for being gender correct 

and using gender-neutral language: fairness, clarity, precision and reader reaction [6: 136-137]. 
Accordingly, there are several ways in which gender correctness may be achieved in English. Some of them 
are perfectly acceptable even for translation, but there are also those that cause problems as it will be 
shown in the following tables based on the examples given by Enquist and Oates [6: 137-141]. 
 

Table 4a: Avoiding the generic use of “man” (as noun, part of a compound, verb or adjective). 
Sexist terms to be avoided Gender-neutral substitutes Translation options 

man (noun) / mankind people, humanity, human race, 
human beings, human population, 
homo sapiens 

ljudi, čovječanstvo, ljudska rasa (vrsta), 
ljudska bida, ljudska populacija, homo 
sapiens 

man (verb)  
e.g. “man the office” 

staff, operate, run, work popuniti osobljem, skupiti posadu, 
zaposliti radnike 

a man who ... an individual who..., a person who..., 
one who..., someone who..., 
somebody who... 

čovjek koji…, pojedinac koji…, osoba 
koja…, netko tko… 

the common man  the common individual, the average 
citizen, the person in the street, 
ordinary people 

običan čovjek, obična osoba, prosječni 
građanin, osoba na ulici, obični ljudi 

                                                                                                                                                                  
businesswoman, congresswoman and horsewoman) and even in their case the parallel words ending in –man are far 
more frequently used. Furthermore, of the found 38 words ending in –woman, only seven have no parallel term 
ending in –man (beggarwoman, catwoman, charwoman, ghostwoman, needlewoman, slavewoman and 
sweeperwoman), whereas there are many nouns ending in –man with no parallel term ending in –woman. [4: 313] 
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man-made hand-crafted, handmade, 
manufactured, fabricated 

ručni rad, rukom (iz)rađeno, načinjeno 

manpower human energy, human resources, 
work force, personnel, staff 

ljudska snaga, ljudska energija, ljudski 
resursi, radna snaga, osoblje, 
kadar/uposlenici 

  
This kind of gender-neutral substitution causes little problems and translations are relatively easy 

because because Croatian, too, prefers plurals or the use of singular with generalized meanings. So, for 
example, the masculine noun “čovjek” used as equivalent for the English noun “man” in that context in 
Croatian does not refer to an individual male human being but to any (unspecified) individual human or 
rather to humans in general. And since the reference is general, there is no need to specify the sex of the 
individuals in question because men and women alike (as well as children of both sexes) are included. 
 

Table 4b: Avoiding the generic use of the pronoun “he”. 
Revision Example Translation options 

a) the antecedent and its 
pronoun are put into plural 

The holding suggests that a 
defendant waives his constitutional 
rights (...). 

Tvrtka predlaže da se optuženi(k) odrekne 
svojih ustavnih prava (...) 

→ The holding suggests that 
defendants waive their constitutional 
rights (...). 

Tvrtka predlaže da se optuženi(ci) 
odreknu svojih ustavnih prava (...) 

b) the sentence is changed so 
that the pronoun is no longer 
needed 

As a general rule, an employer is not 
liable for the work performed by his 
independent contractors. 

Opdenito je pravilo da poslodavac nije 
odgovoran za rad koji su obavili njegovi 
neovisni podugovaratelji. 

→ As a general rule, an employer is 
not liable for the work performed by 
independent contractors. 

Opdenito je pravilo da poslodavac nije 
odgovoran za rad koji su obavili neovisni 
podugovaratelji. 

c) masculine noun and pronoun 
are replaced with “one” 

Every man has a right to defend his 
home. 

Svaki čovjek im  pravo braniti svoj dom. 

One has a right to defend one’s 
home. 

Čovjek/Osoba/pojedinac/Svatko ima 
pravo braniti svoj dom.  

d) male and female expressions 
are alternated  

If a student enrols at a university 
with the promise that he will receive 
an athletic scholarship and he later 
finds out that his scholarship has 
been revoked, he can sue the 
university for breach of contract. If, 
on the other hand, a student enrols 
at a university with the promise that 
he will receive an athletic scholarship 
and he later refuses to play the 
sport, the university can sue him for 
breach of contract.  

Ako se student upiše na sveučilište uz 
obedanje da de primati sportsku 
stipendiju, a kasnije dozna da je njegova 
stipendija ukinuta, (on) može tužiti 
sveučilište zbog kršenja ugovora. Ako se, s 
druge strane, student upiše na sveučilište 
uz obedanje da de primati sportsku 
stipendiju, a nakon toga se odbije baviti 
dotičnim sportom, sveučilište ga može 
tužiti za kršenje ugovora. 

→ If a student enrols at a university 
with the promise that she will 
receive an athletic scholarship and 
she later finds out that her 
scholarship has been revoked, she 
can sue the university for breach of 
contract. If, on the other hand, a 
student enrols at a university with 
the promise that he will receive an 

Ako se studentica upiše na sveučilište uz 
obedanje da de primati sportsku 
stipendiju, a kasnije dozna da je njezina 
stipendija ukinuta, (ona) može tužiti 
sveučilište zbog kršenja ugovora. Ako se, s 
druge strane, student upiše na sveučilište 
uz obedanje da de primati sportsku 
stipendiju, a nakon toga se odbije baviti 
dotičnim sportom, sveučilište ga može 
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athletic scholarship and he later 
refuses to play the sport, the 
university can sue him for breach of 
contract. 

tužiti za kršenje ugovora. 

e) the noun is repeated rather 
than replaced with a 
masculine pronoun 

Joinder of counts should not be used 
to embarrass or prejudice a 
defendant or to deny him a 
substantial right. 

Spajanje točaka optužbe ne smije se 
koristiti radi dovođenja optuženika u 
neugodan položaj ili izazivanja predrasuda 
protiv njega niti da bi mu se uskratilo 
bitno pravo. 

→ Joinder of counts should not be 
used to embarrass or prejudice a 
defendant or to deny the defendant 
a substantial right. 

Spajanje točaka optužbe ne smije se 
koristiti radi dovođenja optužene osobe u 
neugodan položaj ili izazivanja predrasuda 
protiv optužene osobe niti da bi se 
optuženoj osobi uskratilo bitno pravo. 

 
The examples in the table above lead to the following conclusions:  
Putting the antecedent and its pronoun into plural, as suggested under a), does not help in the 

translation because if the third person singular is replaced with third person plural, in Croatian it still 
distinguishes between genders (they translates as: oni – masculine; one – feminine and ona – neuter). The 
problem could be avoided in Croatian by using noun phrases with the noun osoba as head (instead of 
optuženik and optuženica in the singular form or optuženici and optuženice in plural optužena osoba and 
optužene osobe could be used to avoid gender). This would, however, render the entire information more 
general suggesting that any defendant is meant and not the one in a specific case.  

Changing the sentence to avoid the pronoun, as shown in b), may be an option, but it also opens 
many possibilities for misunderstanding or misinterpretation. If the pronoun his is left out from the 
sentence (As a general rule, an employer is not liable for the work performed by his independent 
contractors.), it becomes unclear whose contractors are in question, who hired them, for what purpose, 
etc., which may have serious legal consequences. 

Suggestion under c) that masculine noun and pronoun be replaced with “one” is also of little use in 
Croatian simply because there is no direct Croatian equivalent for the indefinite pronoun “one” in English. 
Instead, there are various ways to express indefiniteness in Croatian as suggested in the sample translation. 

The solution proposed under d) to alternatively use masculine and feminine pronouns is definitely 
not a good idea in Croatian. It may work in English where alternating these two pronouns could be 
understood as an attempt to, in fact, generalize the regulation and make it affect any individual male or 
female student. In Croatian, however, it is much more likely that such alternation of pronouns would rather 
lead to the conclusion that there is one male and one female student who are affected by the regulation, or 
worse yet, that only the female student may sue the university for breach of contract and only the male 
student may be sued by the university on the same account. In Croatian legal texts such imprecision and 
ambiguities must be rectified. 

Repeating nouns instead of using pronouns as in proposal e) actually negates the need for existence 
of pronouns; it makes the sentence look rather artificial and the same is felt in the translation as well 
 

Table 4c: Replacing gender-marked job titles with gender-neutral ones. 
gender-marked  

job title  
gender-neutral  

job title 
Translation  

of gender-neutral title 

businessman business executive, manager poslovni rukovoditelj, menadžer 

chairman head, chair, chairperson predsjednik / predsjednica, predsjedavajudi / 
predsjedavajuda, predsjedavajuda osoba 

Congressman Representative, member of 
Congress, congressional 
representative 

Predstavnik / Predstavnica;  
Zastupnik / Zastupnica,  
član / članica Parlamenta (Kongresa), parlamentarni 
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(kongresni) zastupnik / parlamentarna (kongresna) 
zastupnica 

councilman council member član/članica vijeda (vijednik / vijednica)  

fireman fire fighter vatrogasac* 

insuranceman insurance agent osiguravateljni agent / agent osiguranja 
osiguravateljna agentica/ agentica osiguranja 

juryman juror porotnik / porotnica 

mailman, postman postal carrier, mail carrier, postal 
worker 

listonoša*, poštar / poštarica** 
poštanski radnik / poštanska radnica 

middleman negotiator, liaison, intermediary posrednik / posrednica, osoba za vezu,  
posredovatelj / posredovateljica 

newspaperman reporter, editor novinar / novinarka, urednik / urednica 

policeman police officer policijski službenik / policijska službenica 

salesman sales associate, sales 
representative 

trgovački pomodnik / trgovačka pomodnica trgovački 
predstavnik / trgovačka predstavnica 

spokesman representative, spokesperson predstavnik / predstavnica 
glasnogovornik / glasnogovornica 

steward/stewardess flight attendant zrakopratno osoblje (stjuard/stjuardesa) 

night watchman night guard nodni čuvar* 

*There is no feminine form for this noun. The same goes for the nouns vatrogasac (fire fighter) and nodni 
čuvar (night guard) – as the reflection of reality, the Croatian language has no feminine forms for these 
nouns because women are not expected to perform such potentially dangerous and demanding professions 
(which, of course, does not mean that there are no women firefighters or night guards in Croatia). 
**In Croatian, the noun poštarica refers mostly to women working at the counter in a post office or 
performing any other job inside of the postal building. The noun could, of course, refer to women working 
as mail carriers, but women would rarely be performing this job.  
  

As we can see from the table, gender-neutral job titles are very problematic for translation into 
Croatian because Croatian requires the proper gender-specific form of the noun whenever it is in existence. 
There are situations in which there is no adequate feminine noun, but such situations are very rare. The 
only way to successfully avoid indicating gender in Croatian would be by using noun phrases with the noun 
osoba as the head noun but in many cases this is not possible. 
 

Table 4d: Avoiding gender-specific/sexist modifiers. 
Gender-specific modifier with 

names of occupations 
Gender-neutral noun Translation 

female judge judge sudac / sutkinja; 
sudac ili sutkinja 

lady lawyer lawyer pravnik / pravnica; 
pravnik ili pravnica 

male nurse nurse medicinski tehničar / medicinska sestra; 
medicinski tehničar ili medicinska sestra  

woman attorney attorney odvjetnik / odvjetnica 

 
Gender-specific modifiers are not welcome in English because they suggest that it is rather unusual 

or uncommon for the position in question to be occupied by a woman (or, more rarely, by a man). Such 
names of occupations are therefore replaced with gender-neutral nouns, which again cause problems for 
translators into Croatian because Croatian requires gender-specific nouns or noun phrases. So, if there is no 
clue about the gender, the translator has to guess or rather use a phrase including nouns of both male and 
female gender. If an occupation, such as that of a nurse, is typically performed by women, the fact that 
men may also be nurses presents quite a complication. Namely, if we use the gender-neutral noun nurse 

http://www.eudict.com/index.php?lang=croeng&word=trgovački%20predstavnik
http://www.eudict.com/index.php?lang=croeng&word=trgovački%20predstavnik
http://www.eudict.com/index.php?lang=croeng&word=trgovački%20predstavnik
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for a man in that profession, the translator would automatically translate it with a feminine noun, not only 
to satisfy the requirement for gender in Croatian but also because in Croatian male nurses are not referred 
to as nurses but as technicians (medicinski tehničar). If one decided to follow the analogy and logic then he 
would do the following: nurse would be translated as medicinska sestra (literally: medical sister), and the 
male counterpart would, logically, be translated as medicinski brat (medical brother). The problem is that 
the phrase medical brother is rather pejorative and degrading, used to make fun of “a man in a woman’s 
profession”.  

 
Table 4e: Avoiding feminization of words by means of suffixes such as –ess or –trix 

Nouns with suffixes Replacement with dual-gender nouns Translation 

actress actor glumac 

poetess poet pjesnik 

executrix executor izvršitelj 

testatrix testator oporučitelj 

 
Gender-specific suffixes used in the derivation of feminine nouns are equally unwelcome in English 

like gender-specific modifiers because they, too suggest that a profession is unusual for women. Such 
derived nouns are therefore being frequently replaced with dual gender nouns in the same way in which it 
is done with nouns with gender specific modifiers. This change causes the same kind of problems for 
translation like the omission of gender specific modifiers. Since in Croatian there are not so many dual 
gender or general gender nouns – as they are referred to by B. Tafra in her discussions of the problem – the 
Croatian translation must be gender-specific and in most cases it would be using masculine forms of nouns. 
An option would also be to use a male-female combination of nouns (actor = glumac ili glumica).  
 

Table 4f: Using singular they4 (including inflected forms them, their, theirs and themself, themselves). 
Gender-specific pronouns Use of singular they Translation 

I say to each person in this room: 
may he enjoy himself tonight! 

I say to each person in this room: 
may they enjoy themselves tonight! 

Kažem svakoj osobi u ovoj prostoriji: 
neka se večeras zabave! 

Anyone who arrives at the door can 
let himself in using this key. 

Anyone who arrives at the door can 
let themself in using this key. 

Svatko tko dođe do ovih vrata može ih 
otključati ovim ključem. 

Everyone returned to his seat. Everyone returned to their seats. Svatko se vratio na svoje mjesto. 
Svi su se vratili na svoja mjesta.  

But a journalist should not be forced 
to reveal his sources. 

But a journalist should not be 
forced to reveal their sources. 

Ali novinar ne bi smio biti prisiljen 
otkriti svoje izvore. 

If a person doesn't want to go on 
living, he is often very difficult to 
help. 

If a person doesn't want to go on 
living, they are often very difficult to 
help. 

Ako osoba ne želi živjeti, teško joj se 
može pomodi. 
Ako netko ne želi živjeti, teško mu se 
može pomodi. 

 
Singular they may be used even when the gender of the subject is obvious because singular they 

refers to a representative of a class rather than an individual item. It is usually used with an antecedent of 
indeterminate gender (everyone, someone, somebody, a person, a journalist...). However, it does not affect 
the translation because the translation rather relates to gender-specific pronouns and follows the rules of 
the Croatian language sometimes making the translation slightly inaccurate or allowing for several possible 
translations.  

                                                 
4
 They, them, their, theirs, and themselves or themself have been used as singular pronouns (thus called singular they) 
since at least the 15th century. In spite of the fact that the singular they was normally used by the greatest names in 
English literary history, it has also been frequently criticized, especially since the late 19

th
 century. In the past few 

decades, however, partially due to gender correctness requirements, these forms have regained their popularity.  
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Specific translation problems are connected with names of people and their titles used without any 
other information. These cases can roughly be classified into following categories:  
Titles are used without any other information about the person  

- Professor is giving a lecture on Constitutional Law on Tuesday at 12 o’clock... 

- The judge is expected to pronounce the sentence by the end of the week. 

- State attorney refused to comment on the recent changes in his staff. 
 

In most cases it is assumed that everyone knows the people behind these titles so there is no need 
to say anything else about them. The reality, however, may be quite different and such sentences are 
impossible to translate without additional information. 
 
Titles are used with family names only or with family names with initials 

- Honourable Justice Merriman to appear before the ethical commission on Monday 

- Captain M. T. Rasmussen is the nation’s new hero. 

- Doctor L. Gerber says cancer will soon be treated as any other chronic disease. 
These examples provide more information about people but they still do not reveal their sex, and therefore 
translation would still be problematic and like in the previous case, it would require gathering essential 
information about the individuals in question before attempting to translate the text about them. 
 
Initials and family name are used to refer to a person 

- S. D. Atkins aka S. M. Glutz, one of the notorious Manson family died in prison aged 61. 

- L. D. Kasabian to appear in another documentary about the Tate-LaBianca murders 
With sentences like these the translator’s first task would again be to find out the sex of the people 

behind the initials. The second example, however, could be translated in the form in which it is written. 
Problems would occur if the sentence had to be translated into Croatian with one of the complex past 
tenses (perfect or pluperfect) where the participle requires information about sex/gender. 
 

2. Problems with English as the Target Language (Translating from Croatian into English) 
Translating from Croatian into English is less problematic because Croatian gender-marked nouns 

can generally be translated into English with dual gender nouns and even gender-specific pronouns can be 
translated into English with gender-neutral pronouns. 
There are, however, problems with some Croatian nouns with multiple meanings in one of the genders 
(usually feminine). With these nouns, translating and interpreting prove to be two distinct processes and 
here interpreting may in fact be easier than translating because the interpreter actually hears the 
problematic noun being pronounced with the version of the stress as an important distinctive feature of 
the Croatian language that eventually suggests the meaning. The interpreter on the other hand only has the 
written form at disposal and since in Croatian stress is normally not indicated in written communication, 
the interpreter is usually left without a clue. One could, of course, rely on the context, but sometimes even 
that does not help. Interpreting only may be easier but isn’t necessarily so because it depends on proper 
pronunciation of the problem noun, which is not always the case, and that brings us back to the start. The 
logical thing to do in such situations would be to consult a dictionary and then one realizes that different 
equally relevant and authoritative dictionaries give different explanations for the same noun5.  

                                                 
5
 For example, the pronunciation of the noun pair govornik – govornica is presented quite differently in two modern 
Croatian dictionaries. In [12: 300-301] this noun pair has been stressed in the following way: govòrnīk – govòrnica to 
indicate a man or woman giving a speech and gòvōrnica (only the feminine noun has additional meanings) referring 
a) to speaker’s podium, pulpit or tribune and b) to a telephone kiosk, telephone booth or telephone box. In [5: 151] 
the stress on the same noun pair has been marked differently: the noun meaning a person speaking is stressed as 
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There are also cases in which the masculine and feminine form of the same noun do not only 
indicate the difference in gender and sex but suggest deeper differences in meaning (as for example in the 
pair opat – opatica).  

Finally, the fact that in Croatian there is a distinction between grammatical gender and sex allows 
for the existence of nouns that have a masculine and a corresponding feminine form but neither of them 
refer to persons as it is the case with the noun pair spomenik (m) – spomenica (f)). The noun kukavica 
belongs to a small group of dual gender or general gender nouns in Croatian which usually have 
morphological features of feminine nouns but refer both to men and women. Plurals referring to men also 
have feminine morphological characteristics (singular (m): kukavica je došao; singular (f): kukavica je došla; 
plural (m / f) kukavice su došle. All of the above cases are presented in Table 5. 
 

Table 5: Examples of the problems in translating from Croatian into English 
Croatian masculine form Croatian feminine form(s) English translation 

 govòrnīk [11]/gȍvōrnīk [5] 
(man giving a speech) 

1. govòrnica [11]/gȍvōrnica [5] 
 

2. gòvōrnica [12]/ govórnica [5] 

2. female/woman speaker 
 
2a. Speaker’s podium, pulpit, tribune 
2b. telephone kiosk, telephone booth 

pòzōrnīk [5/12] 1. pozórnica [5+/pòzōrnica *12] 
2. pòzōrnica [5] 

1. stage, scene 
2. patrolwoman  

rȉbār [12] 1. rȉbarica [5/12] 
2. rȉbarica [5/12] 
3. rȉbarica [12] 

1. fisherwoman  
2. a fishing boat or a small fishing ship 
3. a bird or other animal catching fish 

òpat [5/12] òpatica [5/12] opat = abbot; head of a male monastery 
opatica = nun (one of the members of the 

female monastery with no rank) 

spȍmenik [5/12] spȍmenica [5/12] spomenik = monument commemorating people 
or events  

spomenica = memorial or testimonial 
recognizing someone’s 
participation in certain events 

kȕkavica*  

(person) 

- morphologically a 
feminine noun 

- semantically both 
masculine and feminine 

kȕkavica 

(person / bird) 

kȕkavica (m) = coward (connotative meaning) 

kȕkavica (f) = a kind of bird (denotative meaning) 

* It should be noted that the noun kukavica has several meanings and two genders but only one spelling 
and stress type. 

ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS CAUSED BY THE ‘THIRD GENDER’ 
 

A completely new problem area concerning gender issues in the language is emerging as we speak. 
It is the issue of the third gender – people who are neither male nor female. At the moment, there are only 
a few countries in the world that have regulated the position of these individuals in their legislations 
(Australia, Germany, India, Nepal, New Zealand and Pakistan)but the number of such countries will most 
certainly grow in very near future.  

                                                                                                                                                                  
gȍvōrnīk in the masculine and gȍvōrnica in the feminine form, and as govórnica in the other feminine form with the 
same two meanings as in a) and b) above. 
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The language of law is very specific because it needs to define everything very precisely in order to 
avoid and prevent misinterpretations. In doing so, the language of law uses a variety of specific terms and 
constructions, but essentially it very strongly interacts with general language. This means that English as 
one of the leading languages in global communication will soon need to develop specific terminology 
relating to this new gender of people. For English, this may not be such a big problem because it is not 
gender-marked. On the other hand, languages like Croatian in which gender plays a very important role will 
definitely be facing serious problems in dealing with the third gender.  Even languages such as German 
have problems with third gender individuals. Germany has recognized the existence of the third gender on 
1st November 2013 and as one of the consequences all official forms that German citizens have to fill in 
now contain the entry about gender with three options: male, female and both. However, there is still no 
adequate term for this third gender although it has been recognized by law. The most commonly used term 
is intersexual but it is not the happiest solution because as the third gender persons emphasize, they are 
not stuck between two genders, they simply don’t feel as belonging to either of them. Since there is no 
good term yet, such individuals are then in some cases simply identified as x.  

Similar problems are also expected in Australia who passed similar legislation in March 2014. 

CONCLUSION 
 
 Translating texts is never easy, especially when high degree of accuracy and terminological 
precision is required. This requirement is typical in the translations of legal documents but it equally applies 
to all kinds of translations. The degree of difficulty is further augmented by the fact that languages such as 
English and Croatian, although both Indo-European in origin, have many important differences. One of 
these differences – the importance and use of gender – has been focused in this paper.  

The idea behind this text was to give an overview of some problems that arise in translating texts 
from English into Croatian and vice versa, especially in the light of the requirement for gender correctness 
as one of the dominant trends in the present day English language. 

The analysis shows that more problems are to be expected in translations from English into 
Croatian because Croatian is gender marked and gender plays an extremely important role in it, affecting 
not only nouns and pronouns but other parts of speech to the left and to the right of the noun as well. In 
some contexts (general plurals, phrases with the noun osoba, combined usage of masculine and feminine 
forms) it is, however, possible to meet the gender correctness requirement even in Croatian but in most 
cases it is very difficult or rather impossible. There is some difference between translating and interpreting 
primarily because interpreters receive additional information through pronunciation of words and 
intonation of sentences, whereas the translators only depend on the text. In a language like Croatian in 
which stress is one of the distinctive features affecting the meaning, hearing the information may be more 
helpful than reading it. 

Translations from Croatian into English are slightly less problematic because the translator has 
greater freedom in the usage of gender which is in English reduced only to some pronouns; there is no 
declension of nouns and predicates are not affected by the gender of the subject. However, difficulties do 
exist and they are again caused by gender in Croatian, or rather, by the fact that grammatical gender 
sometimes does not match the semantic gender or sex. Nouns that are morphologically feminine may have 
a meaning that is masculine; and there are also masculine nouns that are neuter in form. In addition, there 
are nouns that have the so-called general gender, i. e. they include both masculine and feminine meanings, 
and there are dual-gender nouns that can be used either as masculine or as feminine nouns. The multitude 
of aberrations from the rules makes the proper use of the gender of nouns rather difficult even for the 
native speakers of Croatian, let alone for speakers of other, not closely related languages. 
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